
 
  
 
RE:   Coronavirus (COVID-19) Statement – M.G.M World Co., Ltd, Manufacturing company for the Matsui Group. - 

Matsui Gaming Machine Co., Ltd., Matsui Asia Ltd., Matsui America, Matsui Europe Ltd., Matsui Moscow. 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                          DATE:  APRIL 3, 2020 
 
Dear valued Matsui Customers, 
 
We would like to update you with regards to the Matsui Group and how we have been adapting during these difficult  
and testing times. 
 
Since the outbreak of the Coronavirus, we have been carefully monitoring the situation and sharing the local information 
within our group as it’s unfolded in Asia, Europe and now the US. 
 
In South Korea where our dedicated manufacturing plant is based, the government took a strong approach to the virus 
with one of the most expansive and well-organized testing programs in the world. By also tracing anyone with recent 
contact and sharing information in real time via mobile phone applications about the paths of infected people, it has 
enabled the country to get a more stable hold on the virus situation.  
 
Now along with the existing stringent measures already in place at our factory we have been able to maintain chip 
production continuously without losing a single day. I’m happy to report that this is still the case and as of today we 
remain thankfully fully operational and without any down time due to the virus.  
 
Since December it was made mandatory for all employees to wear face masks on the production site, we provided hand 
sanitizer at all entrances and regularly carried out disinfection work throughout at different times in the day. At the same 
time, we have been packing all Matsui Chips in trays with boxes that have been treated with 99.9% Sterilization. Many of 
our forwarders and their partners worldwide are now providing contactless deliveries whilst respecting social distancing 
restrictions enabling safe delivery.  
 
Thank you for continued support and we remain fully ready to produce your orders 
 
Hoping that you and your family, colleagues, families all remain healthy and unharmed by the coronavirus until the 
situation and life becomes more normal again. We are in this together. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely,                                                     Sincerely yours, 

                                                                
JaeWon-Kim (Ray Kim)                                        Shigeki Machida 
President & CEO                                                   Managing Director  
M.G.M WORLD co., ltd.                                       MATSUI ASIA LTD.  
 
 
 
 

                


